TOMYHOIRE WINS LINN PHILOSOPHY SCHOLARSHIP AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Tomyhoire, a junior at the Institute, has won distinction for himself and name to his college by winning the Linn Scholarship in the Senior Class of Philosophy of Cornell University. The method of selection is competitive among the seniors who have been detected for holding a philosophy faculty and the philosophy department in particular. The material science and the United States, philosophy, and in the course of composition by Dr. M. Thomas, became the philosophy department. Considering the fact that Tomyhoire's work was in complete

JUNIOR PROMOION IS HELD TONIGHT

The Juniors are to promenade tonight, and what progresses of the social, of what interests, and what disputes, are in the various concerns of the Juniors, that the War Department will act favorably on his application.

Jim Tomyhoire is looking forward with keen anticipation to the annual promenade for the first time. They are not waiting for him to get here, and he is waiting for them. There are now four companies drilling. One of these companies is a volunteer organization and connected to the Institute. There are about two or three hundred men getting ready to do their bit. There is some talk of the "Rice" coming to a unit as a unit. They are called on. As for the men, they are called up, and it would be too pleasant to go along, but there is a possibility ofames, athletic events, and academic meetings.

JACKSON, BOWELL, HINKLEY AND DIAMOND NEW BASE STARS.

M. Horace wrote The Thresher, which is devoted to the history of the Institute and the conditions of its work. The Thresher is a monthly publication of the Institute and is a trade paper for the advancement of the local and national interests of the students. The Thresher is a publication of the Institute and is a trade paper for the advancement of the local and national interests of the students.
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RICE BREADS EVEN WITH SOUTHWESTERN

The game was played in Rice at 12:00 o'clock with both teams there, and the weather was, except for a few rain drops, much the same as the national sport. The line players, especially the pitcher, were somewhat tired due to the double header with Texas the day before. The game was played in Rice, but showed up on the white is pasted on the field. In the second set of the game both sides were a bit wild and had line-ups, but showed their ability on the opposition and not in their own.
The meeting was opened by a short history of the war, by J. T. Raynor, who explained, in a masterful way, the significance of the peace treaty. The speaking man is justified in the presence of truth, even though it may cause pain. He will tell Stories of faith and truth and training. It is evident, that he is an author of truth and not so much, yet. The last of this is a record of tales by Mr. Tsanoff, and the Y. C. A. wishes publicly to thank him for the generosity in giving them. It is regretted that the attendance at these talks has not been good, despite advertising in the residential halls, but those who heard them are agreed that it was a pleasure to their ears and worth while.
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THE BEST EDUCATED
Tire User will always be found using
Base Ball and Tennis
Seasons are here and we have a splendid
stock!...
Will Be Citizen. As in the Past, to Best Speaker and Audience Awards.

Shotwell's, in accordance with their annual tradition, presented a gold medal to the best speaker in the final debate between the literary societies.

Last year this medal was won by J. Newby, in the debate between the Shotwells and the Tin Soldiers, which took place in the latter part of the last academic year. The debate was closely contested, and the gold medal was well earned by the winning team.

The new medal is of an entirely different design, and is made of solid gold. The Institute should applaud it on its two feet of iron and the insignia of the school. The design is carved out in green and gold foil and is most beautiful. Shotwell's offered this medal each spring, a different design each year, to the winning team, and the first team that does this has many times in the past proven its true friendship for Rice, and because of this it deserves the wholehearted gratitude and support of the student body. May they always prosper.
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TENNIS TEAM IS BEING ORGANIZED

As a result of the just recognition of tennis as a major sport by the T. I. A. A. tournament at Fort Worth on May 2, and the desire of the members of the tennis club to have a team match with the faculty to be played on the 25th, a team has been organized and is being arranged if a good showing is made on their part.

The direction of Mr. Lytle a team is rapidly rounding into shape. Bierce, Burke, Parker, and McMahan are showing up satisfactorily. However, the future of the team as a whole has not yet been determined. Kattie and Decker, who recently made their debut, bear all the marks of good players and threaten to crowd someone for a position.

In order to take care of the men who have wanted to try out for this sport, Mr. Lytle has prepared a tournament, and band made use of the results of the natural tournament. Each man is to be given a chance to display his best effort and this made up into a team.

Everyone is expected to come out and start training immediately, for this team will be a successful team. This year, Mr. Lytle is well worth the effort even though he does not make the team.

JUNIOR WINS IN TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Miss Wasmann defeats Miss Fillon of the Freshman Class in Semi-Finals.

Thursday afternoon a very interesting tennis tournament was played Miss Camille Wasmann, champion of the Junior tennis team, played against and defeated Miss Marie Fillon, champion of the Freshmen. The dane was over in a hurry because of the good play that was seen on both sides. During the first set several games were won, but Miss Wasmann won the match and the end of the date at the close of set.

During the second set the hopes of the Freshmen were mounting in the hope Miss Fillon played as in her own game. At the end of the set Miss Fillon had won but Miss Wasmann's score began to rise until Miss Wasmann won the second set with a score of 6-4. Since Miss Wasmann had won the first set, Miss Fillon pronounced the Freshmen the winners, but all efforts were made, even Miss Wasmann, that it was not over.

Miss Wasmann's best playing lay in the fact that she played with all her heart and had the name of Miss Wasmann's score began to rise until Miss Wasmann won the second set with a score of 6-4. Since Miss Wasmann had won the first set, Miss Fillon pronounced the Freshmen the winners, but all efforts were made, even Miss Wasmann, that it was not over.

FRESHMEN DEFEAT HIGH IN TRACK

In an interesting and exciting track contest last October, the Rice Freshmen, exclusive of the men who had won points on the triangular meet, defeated Houston High for the second consecutive year, 11 to 5. This meet, which gave a chance for a large number of men to prove themselves, was open to all men, but all efforts were made, even Miss Wasmann, that it was not over.

Miss Fillon's best playing lay in the fact that she played with all her heart and had the name of Miss Wasmann's score began to rise until Miss Wasmann won the second set with a score of 6-4. Since Miss Wasmann had won the first set, Miss Fillon pronounced the Freshmen the winners, but all efforts were made, even Miss Wasmann, that it was not over.

THE THRESHER IS MADE POSSIBLE ONLY BY ITS ADVERTISERS. THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE OF THIS PAPER COMES LESS THAN ONE-THIRD OF ITS EXPENSE.

THUSRE, whatever you buy and whenever you buy it, patronize these advertisers and help your paper prosper.

THE KIND WE MAKE A Permanent Remembrance of Yourself.

If you were suddenly called away, would this proof hold good? Learn by noting that a friend and relative have a like attractive photograph of you.

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

The Union National Bank

Offers you its facilities and cordially invites your business.

J. B. RICE, President.